
WEEK 3 AT MILL CAMP WONDER

 We are learning interesting Robust Words that help us 

make sense and form connections to our learning        trio                                                                                   
pose  & solve           symmetry           grouping

blog         alliteration   greedy

Dustin  made a # line 
to 20. You can count 
out 20 Lego pieces 
and then design a 
Lego 20 Challenge 
Build on!

Things We Wonder About

How many triangles, rectangles and 
squares are in Christian’s shirt? 

What can be created at the Lego 
20 Challenge? How many noodles 
is our pool is all the way around? 
What is the pool temperature? 

What makes 12? How many baskets 
can Sergio shoot before the end of 
camp? Can you guess my mystery 

number in my movie? How far can I 
jump? How much is my candy from 

the Camp Wonder Store?...

On twitter we have shared 
our pool temperatures and 
measurements with Prince 
Edward Camp. We are also 

posing and solving math 
inquiries with our new camper 

friends. Check out twitter 

@cobrasLS

Can 
you guess our wormy 

pattern?

Who 
wants to try 

my Lego 20 
Challenge?

 pentagon   polygon    quadrilateral   triple
centimetre  tally       challenge

At our store you 
plan a menu, 

record the cost, 
add up your total 

and then go get 
the coins you will 

need. Happy 
Shopping 
Campers!

We 
are 

exploring 
2-D & 3-D 

shapes, 
quadrilaterals, 

polygons, 
vertices, 

symmetry & 
shapes in 
shapes

Challenge: 
to find the 

most rectangles, 
squares and 
triangles in 
Christian’s 

shirt.

Donea uses the geoboard app and then 
Show Me to explain her thinking.



Our 
# Faces 

add up using 
strategies 

inspired by Walter 
Was Worried

Strategies we used are: 
grouping, counting on,              
biggest number first, 
doubles, using 100 

charts, number lines, 
counters and zero 
facts to find out 

our totals

Check out Logan’s Number Puppet Mystery movie 
on  our blog at kidblog.org/MillMathCamp/

The Tech Tent is always busy as 
we explore concepts & create 
new strategies using iPads and 
apps like Show Me, kidblog, 
geoboards & Lego movie

Books We Love

How 
do you like my 
crescent happy 

breakfast smile?

Books We Love

Please join us at Camp Wonder for a Family Breakfast on Friday, 
July 18th. We are welcoming all our families to experience a morning 
at Camp Wonder starting with breakfast at 9:00. The health unit is 
coming in the morning to share in the learning and show us some 
healthy drink alternatives for the summer. Then we will work together 
on a math scavenger hunt and show you all our exciting math 
strategies, games, camp blog, twitter inquiries and Show Meʼs. (Due 
to popular demand, we are keeping our Camp Wonder store open 
too!) Sure hope you can come.

Parachute 
Fun at the 

Sherk


